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I. How do I get access to Power Meter?

If you already have a Sandbox or training environment account for eMTR, you will automatically have Power Meter access. If you do not already have a training or production account, contact your company’s CAM manager to set up a Power Meter Sandbox or training account. This will provide access to Power Meter.

On the date of the Production go-live, all registered eMTR users will automatically become Power Meter users and the eMTR application will no longer be available.

The four steps to log into the Power Meter application in the sandbox are:

1. Obtain user credentials for the Power Meter training environment from your company’s CAM admin.
2. To go to Power Meter in the training environment, click here for the direct link to Power Meter in the new SSO environment or
4. Enter the user credentials for Power Meter training environment and click login.

2. When the Production go-live happens will there be an overlap of eMTR and Power Meter?

No – there will be no overlap. When Power Meter goes live, eMTR will no longer be available.

3. What should we do during the weekend of the migration to Power Meter if we automatically upload data on an hourly basis?

You will need to work with your Support staff on the automatic program. We are taking eMTR down on Friday April 11th at 5PM and will work to bring Power Meter up and verify the data on Saturday April 12th. We will send an email out to the Power Meter mailing list once the new application is available. You may wish to spend the automatic program until Monday morning April 14th.

4. How will we ensure all data is captured in Power Meter?

During the cutover, eMTR will be shut down for an outage to ensure all updates cease and that the migration to the new system captures all the required data. At that time, eMTR will be archived and Power Meter will become the system of record.

5. Are there changes to the browserless access?

Yes – the Power Meter application uses the same Command Line Interface (CLI) that was set up for InSchedule. All browserless setup is documented on the Power Meter page. If you have one browserless setup for various applications at this time, you will need to maintain two while we transition the other applications over a period of time. You can download the PJM Command Line Interface for Power Meter.
6. What business rules change post Power Meter release?

No business rules are changing with the new system.

7. When Power Meter goes into production and replaces eMTR, will PJM roll over all the data that is currently within eMTR?

All data from the last five (5) years that is available within the eMTR production environment as of Friday April 11th at 5PM will be available within Power Meter on the Monday April 14th after the migration.

8. When eMTR is officially replaced by Power Meter, will users have to request Power Meter or will those who already have that access be switched over to Power Meter in the production environment?

Users that have production eMTR access on Friday, April 11th at 5 p.m. will automatically have Power Meter production access once it is available.

9. I am having a problem uploading my submissions through the new CLI.

Please verify that you have the correct Namespace on your upload file.

**Power Meter Values Upload Namespace**
Hourly Load Submission namespace:
```xml
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
</pm:HourlyLoadValues>
```

Hourly Meter Submission namespace:
```xml
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
</pm:SubmittedMeterValues>
```

Monthly Correction namespace:
```xml
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
</pm:SubmittedMeterValues>
```

For additional information on the CLI - [http://www.pjm.com/~/media/etools/power-meter/power-meter-command-line-interface-document.ashx](http://www.pjm.com/~/media/etools/power-meter/power-meter-command-line-interface-document.ashx)
10. When Power Meter goes live, will I be able to continue to enter data through the application as well as use the CLI option?

Yes, users will have both the application entry and CLI option to enter Daily Submission, Load Submission, and Monthly Correction.

11. When I use the Power Meter Link on eSuite nothing happens. What should I do?
There are a few ways to troubleshoot this issue:
   a. Clear your cache in IE
   b. Determine if you are in a compatibility mode by clicking F12,
   c. Go directly to powermeter.pjm.com/powermeter
   d. If you are able, use Chrome as your browser,